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Introduction and Motivation
Motivation
• Naturally occurring radiation materials (NORM) and technologically-enhanced (TE-)NORM are ubiquitous
• Cosmic radiation is locally and temporally variable
• Routine radionuclide emissions occurs from medical, power, and other industries
• Weather and other environmental parameters influence background radiation
=> Background radiation and its variation are often limiting factors in the detection of small changes caused 
by illicit actions

The Fundamental Problem
• Fully characterize expected radiation levels and spectra and their variation at a given location
• Create robust models for identifying the sources of expected changes in radiation levels based upon 

environmental and other data
• Automatically flag unusual variations in measured radiation

=> Improved understanding of background radiation and its variation can enable earlier, more sensitive, and increasingly remote radiation detection systems with improved reliability
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Mission Relevance
Ø Improved understanding of background radiation and its normal 

variation can enable earlier, more sensitive, and increasingly remote 
radiation detection systems with improved reliability

Ø Better detection of unusual changes in radiation at a given location 
may provide early indication of actions relating to nuclear weapons 
proliferation or nuclear terrorism
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Technical Work Plan
• Radiation Weather Station Design: Install soil radon and moisture probes; Implement 

muon detection with large scintillation detector; Design automated system for 
monitoring basement occupancy; Install multiple neutron probes; Develop sensor 
calibration methods; Complete educational and collaborative website with data storage 

• Radiation Weather Station Data Analysis: Address instrument drifts; Implement 
automated event detection and identification; Spectra signature subtraction method; 
Distributed spectral difference analysis for source geometry discovery; Triangulation and 
coincidence approaches for neutrons and gammas; Apply computer intelligence methods 
to radon and environmental data; Enhance mapping and data sampling methods

• Auxiliary Radiation Weather Stations (aRWS): Develop simple soil radon probe; Design 
affordable gamma ray spectroscopy system; Specify sensors; Develop data collection and 
storage software; Install and debug "beta" aRWS site; Site additional aRWS at selected 
outreach locations; Website development

• Do-It-Yourself Radiation Detectors: Refine DIYgm design and instructional materials; 
Reduce costs through component refinement and sourcing; Extend to small scintillators; 
Test assembly with undergraduates; Plan and conduct outreach events and partners
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Expected Impact
• Automated discrimination of changes in radiation background 

unexplained by variations in natural radiation that should be on the 
order of the radiation detection limits. 
• Computer-intelligent, time-series analysis of indoor and soil radon 

concentrations that enables earlier earthquake prediction (possible 
discrimination from other seismic events).
• Annually, participation of ~5 undergraduates and 25-100 high school 

students in radiation-related activities. 
• Website visits, by the public and other researchers, should number in 

the thousands.
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MTV Impact
• Project development

• MTV is major project enabler 
• Undergraduate-only research laboratory
• Research product and publications

• Personnel transitions: Major goal is pipeline to graduate school
High School => Undergraduates => Graduate School => National Labs

• Technology transitions
• Users/Interested Parties: public (website), other researchers, NNSA, earthquake sensor 

company, general computational intelligence advances
• Collaborators: science museums, high schools, community colleges, MTV universities, 

other universities
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Conclusion
• Increased understanding of radiation background will greatly assist in 

the detection of changes in it
• The predominantly undergraduate research laboratory, coupled with 

outreach to high schools and the general public, improves the 
pipeline for STEM specialists interested in  NNSA’s mission
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